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Influence of Other Sidecar Manufactures on the Ural / Dnepr Design

• Examine the state-of-the-art for Sidecars in Europe, before and after WW-II

• Examine the Influence on the Design of the German R71 and the Russian M-72

• Examine the State-of-the-Art from Other Designs on Future Ural / Dnepr Designs

• Suspension of the Rear of the Tub / Boat:

oSteel Leaf-Springs

oRubber Cones

oTorsion-Bars: Not Used on Russian Sidecar Tubs

• Suspension of Sidecar-Wheel:

oPre-WW2: Sidecar-Wheel Axle Direct to the Frame

oPost-WW2: Torsion-Bar / Rocker-Arm Sidecar-Wheel Suspension

oPost-WW2: Swing-Arm Sidecar-Wheel Suspension

• Driven Sidecar-Wheel Suspension

o No Sidecar-Wheel Drive: One-Wheel Drive (1WD)

o Sidecar-Wheel Drive: Two-Wheel Drive (2WD), Differential and Non-Diff
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Examining pre-WW2 German Technology 

By examining the R75 and KS750 motorcycles, we can establish the level

of German technology at the onset of WW2, where we see the implementation 

of the torsion-bar and driven sidecar wheel (2WD), later adopted by Ural / Dnepr.3



Ural M-72 Sidecar: 1944
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The German BMW R71 (1938-1941), the father of the Russian M-72, was the 

state-of-the-art for 1939 for sidecar design, before many of the innovations of 

suspension and sidecar-wheel drive. Later (post WW-II), Ural and Dnepr 

would take advantage of this innovation.



German BMW R75: 1942
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Released in 1940, the BMW R75 was the most advanced military motorcycle 

of its time. Among the outstanding technical innovations was a sidecar-wheel 

drive, ensuring the superiority of this motorcycle on the war-field.

Later, Ural and Dnepr would take advantage of this innovation.



Examining the Influence of German Sidecars on the Russian M-72 Sidecar

• Examine Pre- and Post-M72 European Sidecar Heritage

• Trace the original “Father of the Russian Motorcycle” M-72 to the German BMW

• Easily trace it back to the German BMW R75 and Zündapp KS750 sidecars.

oDual development program in Germany to establish common Army motorcycle

• Sidecars can be traced back to the German R12.

• Even Post-WW2, Russian sidecars incorporated German innovations, such as torsion-bar and 

swing-arm suspensions of the sidecar-wheel.

• Much of the German sidecar design was conducted by sidecar-manufacturers, such as Stoye and 

by Steib

• Sidecar suspension techniques were pioneered by many European manufactures

• German R71 and Russian M-72 reflect the state-of-the-art

• Ural / Dnepr reflex the advances of others, before and after WW-II

• Establishes State-of-the-Art in Sidecar Design.

o Sidecar Suspension: Steel Leaf-springs, Rubber pillar supports

o Sidecar-Wheel Suspension: Torsion-bar / Rocker-arm, Swing-arm / Shock-absorber

• Post-WW2, Ural / Dnepr built on this technology.
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Where Did the Sidecar Inspiration Originate?

• Were the Germans sidecar-pioneers?

o Belgian FN12 (Fabrique National) inspired German BMW and Zündapp Military Outfits

▪ Belgian FN M12 of 1937 had sidecar-wheel drive, high-and-low ratio and reverse gearbox, 

additional filtration, interchangeable wheels, and cross-country tires.

▪ Outfits were so good that Wehrmacht (German Army) kept machines in production in Belgium, 

even after the Nazi invasion

▪ Captured Belgian military version with a sidecar (M12a SM) was studied by Zündapp and 

construction details incorporated into German KS750

o French adopted the Belgian idea

▪ Gnome-Rhone produced Boxer Twin Outfit from 1938-40: SV AX2 800cc

▪ Featured a Reverse Gear and a Drive Shaft to Sidecar Wheel

▪ Wehrmacht continued French production after conquering France in 1940.

▪ Often mistaken for BMW or Zündapp under camouflage and Wehrmacht markings.

• Wasn’t until Autumn of 1940 that BMW R75 and Zündapp KS750 models were introduced with 

similar features to the Belgian and French models.

The Belgium FN M12 inspired the French Gnome and Rhone AX2, 
which inspired the German BMW R75 and Zündapp KS750. 7



Clues for Identifying Sidecars (cont.)

•Pre-WW2 Origin of Russian M-72 Sidecar 
oGerman BMW R12 / R66 / R71 Heritage: 1935 - 1938 / 1938 - 1941 / 1938 - 1941
oBritish BSA (British Small Arms) G14: 1927-1940
oBelgium FN M12 Heritage: 1937 to 1940
oGerman Zündapp KS750 Heritage: 1940 - 1944
oFrench Gnome & Rhфne AX2 Heritage: 1938 - 1940
oPolish CWS M111 (Sokół 1000): 1933 - 1939
o Italian Moto Guzzi Trialce: 1940 - 1943
oNot a Copy of BMW R75 (Developed shortly after M-72)

•Separation of Sidecars According to Innovations:
oSidecar Frame
•Roll-Bar Over Sidecar Wheel

oSuspension of Sidecar Tub
•Leaf-Spring Suspension
•Rubber Suspension Mounts

oSuspension of Sidecar Wheel
•Torsion Bar Suspension: Introduced in 1956 with the M-72M
•Swing-Arm Suspension: Not M-72, Added on Ural’s and Dnepr’s K-750 Sidecar
•Step-Bracket and Step-Plate

oSidecar Drive (2WD): Not on Original M-72, Added with MB-750 / MB-750M in 1964 / 1973
oFender Light

•Clues Based on Sidecar of Next Model
o IMZ / Ural: M-72M, M-61 and CJ750M1
oKMZ / Dnepr: M-72N and K-750

Sidecar is often translated as wheelchair, pram, or stroller. 8



1938 was a great year for BMW, when they introduced six new models.
The German R71 is not related to the R75, other than being made by BMW. 

German Influence on External Characteristics of M-72 Sidecar

BMW R51 (500cc)
1938 -1940

BMW R61 (600cc)
1938 -1941

BMW R71 (750cc)
1938 -1941

BMW R12
1935 -1938

Zündapp KS750
1941-1945
German Army (Wehrmacht) Chose 

KS750 as Standard Army Motorcycle

R12 Succeeded by R75

Russian Army Chose BMW R71 as Their Standard Army Motorcycle, and Designated as the Russian M-72.

Russian

9

BMW R66 (600cc)
1938 -1941



Design Influence on German R71 and Russian M-72 Sidecar Design
•The rapid development of pre-war motorcycle construction in Germany led to the fact that by 1938 
BMW introduced a whole line of models - R51, R61, R66 and R71 (forerunner of Russian M-72). 
•Models R51 and R66 were equipped with engines with a capacity of 24 hp and 30 hp respectively.
•R61 and R71 were simpler and, as a result, cheaper. As a result, the choice of the military 
command fell on the R71.
•Compared to its predecessor R12, the R71 had a number of improvements: 
oDesign of the front hydraulic fork was improved.
o“Hydraulics" of the plug-in structure also received the rear suspension.
oFrame was made of seamless tubes with variable and ellipsoidal sections, allowing weight 
reduction and rigidity increase in comparison with the forged R12 frame.

•The R71 was available in solo and sidecar versions.
•Because there was no sidecar drive, which affected the vehicle's cross-country ability, and this 
drawback was eliminated in the next model, the BMW R75. A machine gun MG-34 (MG-42) or a 
flamethrower could be installed on the sidecar using a special mount. In general, the model turned 
out to be better, but also more expensive than the R12, therefore it was produced 10 times less –
only about 3,500 units.
• In General, the BMW R12 turned out to be a very successful model: reliable, durable and high-
torque. 
•From 1935 to 1941, about 36,000 copies of the BMW R12 were produced, which makes this 
motorcycle the most common in the troops of Nazi Germany.
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Origin of Russian М-72 Sidecar: 1941-1946
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M-72 Motorcycle fitted with First-Type Sidecar: 1952
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Sidecar-Wheel Not Isolated 

from Sidecar Frame No Passenger Step or 

Extra Bracing Member

Roll-Bar Over 

Sidecar Fender



German sidecars date back to BMW’s R12 (1929), R51, R61, R66 (1938), 
R71 (1938) and  R75 (1941), and Zündapp’s K600 and KS750 (1940).

Origin of Russian M-72 Sidecar: European Motorcycles with Sidecars
Motorcycle Mfgr Years # Made Side-Wheel Drive Tub Suspension Sidecar-Wheel Suspension

Belgian FN M12 SM (973cc) Fabrique Nationale (FN) 1937 -1940 1,090 Yes

Belgian Gillet Herstal 720 AB Gillet Herstal 1938 -1940 784 Yes Torsion-Bar

French AX2 (804cc) Gnome & Rhфne 1938 -1945 2,700 Yes

Russian TIZ-AM600 Taganrog (ТИЗ) 1935 -1943 6,000

German R12 BMW 1929 -1934 38,000 No Spring-Leaf None

German R51 (Sport) BMW 1938 -1940 3,775

German R61 (Touring) BMW 1938 -1941 3,747

German R66 (Sidecar-Sport) BMW 1938 -1941 1,669

German R71 (Touring) BMW 1938 -1941 3,458

German R75 BMW 1941 -1945 18,000 Yes

German KS600 Zündapp 1938 -1951 21,000 No BW38

German KS750 Zündapp 1941 -1945 18,695 Yes

M-72 Sidecar with 42WLA Harley Gorky 1941 -1945 26,617 No Spring-Leaf None

M-72 (Irbit) IMZ / Ural 1942 -1955 No Spring-Leaf None

M-72M IMZ / Ural 1955 -1960 No Spring-Leaf Torsion-Bar Intro: 1956

M-72 (Kiev) KMZ / Dnepr 1942 -1956 No Spring-Leaf None

M-72N (H) KMZ / Dnepr 1956 -1959 No Spring-Leaf None
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Notes: The M in M-72 stands for Mototsikl, equating to the German R for Rad as in Motorrad. The M in the Russian MV (MB) series clearly stands for Motorcycle Army.



German Ardie mc SS31 Silberpfeil with Ardie Sidecar: 1919 -1958
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Very Early German A20: 1921

As early as 1921, one can see the basic sidecar design was starting to gel.15



German  BMW R71: 1938

Where did the Russian M-72 get it’s sidecar? Not from this R71. 
The sidecar chassis looks interesting, but the tub is radical.

Even though the German R71 was the father of the Russian M-72, 
it was still a civilian endeavor and this sidecar reflected that style.

R-71 Had the Classic Fender Light, 
Which Appeared on the M-72

16



J69118 (Spare Tire Firing Mount)
J69117 (Side Carrier Mount)
J69126/J69127 (Firing Mount Sidecar Nose)

Sidecar Diagram of German R71, Forerunner of the Russian M-72

Russian accessories stem from the German BMW R71. The Nürnberg
(Nuremberg) front machine-gun mount and extended-axle, rear-mount 

are German. Russian front and rear MG mounts are different.

Nürnberg Front-

Machine-Gun Mount

Extended-Axle

Spare Tire 

Machine-Gun 

Rear Mount

17



Example of Pre-Russian M-72 Sidecar Heritage: German BMW R12
• Sidecars for BMW’s R12 and R17 were made from 1935 through 1942, developed on concept of 

1934. A few hundred R17s were made, ending in 1937, while the R12 continued through 1942, with 
a total of 36,008 produced.

In 1941, M-72 motorcycle production began in Moscow (ZIS).
By the end of 1941, manufacturing equipment was moved to Irbit. 18



Going back to BMW’s R11, the basic military sidecar used spring suspension.

German BMW R11: 1929 -1934

19



BMW R12 Motorcycle and Sidecar Combination: 1935 -1942
•Sidecar has leaf-spring 

suspension.

•Sidecar has a grab bar mounted 

for the passenger.

•Behind the passenger 

compartment is a small storage 

boot with hinged lid. 

•Rivetted to the front top of the 

sidecar is a small rectangular 

white metal plate titled 'Krad B' 

which specifies three different 

weights in kilograms.

The  Russian M-72 sidecar looks very much like the BMW’s R12 (1935-1942).20



German BMW R12: 1935 -1942

The German BMW R12 sidecar closely resembles that of the Russian M-72 sidecar.21

1939



BMW sent the Wehrmacht (German army) 38,000 R12’s 
– making it the highest produced bike ever!

German BMW R12: 1935 -1942
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1938

1939

BMW R12 (1935-1942) with Steib Sidecar

1940

The BMW R75 was the successor to Germany’s R12, bypassing the civilian R71.

1939

23



German BMW R12: 1939

Almost 3,000 R12’s were manufactured before May of 1941 and 10,000 
of these motorcycles were made specifically for the Wehrmacht 

(German Army). All flaws of this model were corrected over the years and 
soon enough R12’s were replaced by new BMW models: the R61 and the R71.24



Great Pre-WW2 Motorcycles: BMW R12 and Zündapp K500
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German BMW R12 Sidecar
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German sidecars date back to BMW’s R12 (1935), R51, R61 and 
R66 (1938), R71 (1938) and R75 (1941), and Zündapp’s KS750 (1940).



BW38 / R12 / Early M-72 ZIS (ЗИС) Steib Sidecar Frame: 1941-49

Sidecar Frame, 

Steib BW38, R12, Early M-72 (1941-49) ZIS (ЗИС)

Vendor ID: 006.842

List Price: 950.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Compatibility with the earliest M-72 shows the commonality of sidecar frames.

BW (prefix) = Beiwagen = German for Sidecar

27
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Sidecar Boat 

(Seitenwagen Boot)

Manufacturer Motorcycle with Sidecar (Motorrad

mit Beiwagen)

BW38 ZSteib and Zündapp BMW R12, Zündapp KS600

BW40 Zündapp BMW R75, Zündapp KS750

BW43 Steib BMW R75, Zündapp KS750

BW38 Steib and Stoye BMW R11

Seitenwagen Boot (Sidecar boat) BW38 / BW40 / BW43 
Used with Zündapp KS600 / KS750 and BMW R75

Sidecar Boat (Seitenwagen Boot) Motorcycle with Sidecar (Motorrad mit Beiwagen)

W. Krad B1 BMW R12, Zündapp KS600

W. Krad B2 BMW R75, Zündapp KS750

German English

Beiwagen or Seitenwagen Sidecar

Beiwagenboot or Seitenwagenboot Sidecar boat

Beiwagenrahmen or Seitenwagenrahmen Sidecar frame

Motorrad Motorcycle

Modell Model

Total of 6 German words used for motorcycle: 

1. Motorrad, 2. Krad, 3. Motorrad fahren, 

4. Töff, 5. Kraftrad, 6. Zweirad



German BMW R61 with Stoyle Sidecar

German sidecars were a popular BMW option in the 1930s, 
offered directly from the company catalog,

and produced by either Steib or Stoye, both very Art Deco in style. 

This Stoye sidecar is easily 

recognizable by its distinctive 

canoe-like prow., 
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German BMW R61 with Sidecar: 1941

The sidecar for the German R61 has a roll-bar over the sidecar fender,
a fore-shadowing of the future Russian M-72. 30



Sidecar Steib BW38

Sidecar Replica Steib BW38

List Price: 4,000€ 

(www.ebay-kleinanzeigen.de)

Because of timing, the BW38 was a very popular military sidecar prior to WW-II.31



Zündapp BW38 Sidecar: 1938

32
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•The BW40 (1940) is spring-loaded 

on the boat and on the sidecar via 

torsion-shafts. These shafts, as the 

torsion bar 1202 for the suspension 

of the sidecar wheel cannot ne 

repaired, only replaced.

•The BW40 existed with two different 

sidecar wheel drive: D1 and D2. 

As part of the standardization and 

simplification of technology it was 

agreed from 1943 onwards, to stop 

the production of the BMW R75 after 

20,200 bikes produced. Together the 

German Army wanted to build only 

the Zündapp KS750, a simpler and 

far less material and labor-intensive 

sidecar 286/1, which had already 

been installed on the BMW R75.  

The Zündapp sidecar was now called 

BW 43 because it was first used in 

1943.  For BMW the term was always 

sidecar 286/1. 

Zündapp KS750 BW40 Sidecar Suspension and 2WD



German Sidecar Steib BW43

34Steib’s BW43 appears very similar to Ural’s M-72.



Zündapp KS750 Sidecar BW43
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•From 1943 onwards in the course of unification the simpler and therefore produced with less 

labor and material sidecar type 286-1 (BW43) of the BMW R75 was also mounted to the Zündapp

KS750. 

•There are two different versions of the BW43 sidecar frame:

o First version, the suspension bracket was screwed on the left be able to compensate an 

unequal power of the two holding plates.  

o Last version, this suspension bracket is welded on the right side of the frame. 

•The front rubber bearing 3505 is not the same as for the BW40. The pipe is thicker and therefore 

the inner diameter of the rubber bearing is larger in diameter. 

Sidecar Boat for BW40 or BW43



BMW R61 Motorcycle with Sidecar

The BMW R61 was used by the Wehrmacht (German Army) between 
1938 and 1941, before switching to the R75. The M-72 (father of all 
Russian bikes) was a direct descendant of the BMW R-61/71 series.36



German BMW R75

Gazing at this German R75 (work-hose of WW2), one can 
see the sidecar heritage of BMW’s R12 / R71 and R75 37



German Army Selected the BMW R75, after Rejecting the R71
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1942

The 1938 development of the R75 started in response to a pre-WWII request 
from the German Army, seeking a more robust motorcycle for military service.



The BMW R75 sidecar frame, designed in 1941 shows the German 
state-of-the-art for sidecar design at the start of Russian M-72 production.39

Sidecar Frame BMW R75

Vendor ID: 007.887

List Price: 1,050.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Sidecar Frame BMW R75

Vendor ID: 001.417

List Price: 1,050.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

German BMW R75 Shows State-of-the-Art pre-WW2 in Germany



BMW R75 with MG-34

BMW’s R75 (1941-1945) looks very much like the sidecar for the M-71. 40

German BMW R75 with Sidecar



German BMW R75: 1942
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German Zündapp KS600: 1921 to 1945 
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German Zündapp KS600 with Steib BW38 Sidecar

43

Total production from of the KS600 from 1938 to 1941 was around 21,000 units, 
most of which were delivered to the Wehrmacht (German army). 



German Zündapp KS600 with Steib BW38 Sidecar (cont.)

•Zündapp KS600 design was usually paired with Steib BW38 sidecar, solely designed for military purposes.

•KS600 design was accepted in 1938, with production lasting until 1941, when replaced by the newer Zündapp

KS750. In 1949, a second production run was taken until 1951, some 18,000 models being produced in total.

44



Zündapp KS600 with BW38 Sidecar (Seitenwagen): 1940

45German BMW 38 / 40 sidecars on KS600 and K750 are similar to the Russian M-72. 



Zündapp KS750 BW40 Sidecar
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The BW40 has two different wheel drives. 

The first version has a cylindrical axle 1285-1 which did not stand 

the test. 

Again, the large gear 1235-1 comes in 3 parts and the connection 

to the torsion-bar has a different balance lever 1211-1. 

The second version has a conical axle 1285 and is placed more 

solidly and securely in the housing. The large gear 1235 is one 

piece but not identical to that of the BW43. The balance lever 

1211-2 is different in width and moves on a hardened bushing. 

Wheel drive D1 and D2: 

Bearing and housing are different and there may be only used a 

few parts from the D1 on the D2. 

The D1 was particularly found to be susceptible in the cylindrical 

bearing of the wheel axle and was replaced by D2 within a short 

time. 

The D1 can be indicated by the fact that the wheel axle is mounted 

from the rear using 4 socket screws, whereas the D2 has a large 

nut on the axle end. 

The BW40 has two different wheel drives. 

The first version has a cylindrical axle 1285-1 which did not stand 

the test. 

Again, the large gear 1235-1 comes in three parts and the 

connection to the torsion bar has a different balance lever 1211-1. 

The second version has a conical axle 1285 and is placed more 

solidly and securely in the housing. The large gear 1235 is one 

piece but not identical to that of the BW43. The balance lever 

1211-2 is different in width and moves on a hardened bushing. 

Torsion shaft 1201 is for the sidecar, whereas torsion shaft 
1216 gives suspension to the sidecar-wheel drive. Torsion 

shafts cannot be welded once they are broken. 



Zündapp Sidecars Available in Two Versions

•BW40: Self-design, very modern sidecar equipped with an adjustable torsion-bar suspension. 

o Produced by Zündapp

o Sidecar has a torsion-bar spring.

o Employed torsion-bars to provide suspension to the sidecar-wheel and to the boat/body. 

o Torsion bars provide suspension to the sidecar wheel and to the boot/body. 

o More complicated to made these torsion-bar construction than BW 43 with its simple spring 

suspension.

•BW43: Originally designed for BMW’s R75, but after 1943 was produced by Steib in Nurnberg for 

the KS-750.

o Split torsion tube for the wheel suspension (runs inside the BW43 frame at the rear which also 

carried the sidecar wheel drive shaft).

o The body / boat was sprung on two semi-elliptical leaf springs, one each side of the boot 

(trunk).

47The designation “BW” is German for Beiwagen.



BW40 / BW43 Beiwagenboot, Replica for BMW R75 or Zündapp KS750

48

BW40, BW43 Beiwagenboot, Replica 

for BMW R75 or Zundapp KS750

List Price: 1,750€

(oldtimergarage.eu)

Replica sidecar BW 40 / BW 43 for BMW R 75 and Zündapp KS 750, 
was attached to BMW R1.

BMW R75, Zündapp KS750

Beiwagenboot BW40 BW43

List Price: 1,000€

(picclick.de)



German Suppliers of Sidecars

•There were three suppliers of sidecar bodies for the German R75 and KS750:  Steib, Stoye, and Royal.

•Steib sidecar is the easiest one to identify, as their logo is proudly stamped into the side of the nose of the 

sidecar. (If there's no Steib stamp, check inside the sidecar body, on top of the small hump just in front of the 

passenger seat.)

• Royal sidecar body will have a serial number stamped into the top of the hump, which will start with an "R". 

•Assuming that you still have an original floor, and you can't find either the Steib logo or the Royal serial 

number, then you probably have a Stoye body. 

Gathering of military bikes in Czechoslovakia in 1991. Seen here

are three R75s and three KS750s, parked in front of a castle gate.
49
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• Bearing and housing are different and there may be 

only used a few parts from the D1 on the D2.

• D1 was particularly found to be susceptible in the 

cylindrical bearing of the wheel axle and was replaced 

by D2 within a short time. 

• D1 can be indicated by wheel axle mounted from the 

rear using 4 socket screws, whereas D2 has a large 

nut on the axle end.

• BW40 has two different wheel drives.

oFirst version has a cylindrical axle 1285-1, which did 

not stand the test. 

• Torsion-shaft: 

oTorsion-shaft 1201 is for the sidecar.

oTorsion-shaft 1216 gives suspension to the sidecar-

wheel drive. 

• Torsion shafts cannot be welded once they are broken. 

• Rubber between frame and sidecar:

o Rubber 1508 for the BW 40 has a different size than 

the rubber for the BW 43, since pipe diameter is 

different. 

Zündapp KS750 Wheel Drive D1 and D2 
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• Sidecar drive 3331- 0 exists only in one version.

• Sidecar bearing is frequently worn and bearing 

pin 3128 then becomes tapered rather than 

cylindrical. This comes from the movement of 

the bearing. Then an exchange is more useful 

than an overhaul, because when you grind the 

bearing pin cylindrically it loses a lot of its 

diameter and thus of its stability. 

• Tube spring:

oTube spring 3106 is responsible for the 

suspension of the sidecar drive.

oTube spring (torque shaft) is made of special 

spring steel.

• Cardan shaft long:

o Cardan shaft 3026 for the BW 43 is 720 mm 

long and has a continuous gearing on both 

sides. 

o Cardan shaft for the BW 40 is only 700 mm 

long and only has a one-sided continuous 

gearing.

Zündapp KS750 Sidecar BW43



German Zündapp KS750

52

• In preparation for WW-II, Germany wanted a robust motorcycle.

•Zündapp’s KS750 was constructed very sturdily and many parts were interchangeable with its BMW R75 

sister model.

•Production started in 1941 and that year less than 300 were built.

•During WW-II, the KS750 saw service on every front, its production out-stripping that of the BMW R75 with 

some 18,600 built before production was discontinued in 1944.

Zündapp adopted a M-72 style of sidecar for wartime use.

1941 1942



German Zündapp KS750 with Sidecar

In August 1942 Zündapp and BMW, on the urging of the Army, agreed upon 

standardization of parts for both machines, meaning that machines produced 

by BMW and Zündapp after that date used 70% of the same components. 53



German Zündapp KS750 Sidecar

54

•The KS750 sidecar was available from various suppliers. But the Zündapp-Werke got their sidecar only from 

Steib, since they were also located in Nuremberg.

• In the early design the sidecar had the Steib characters centered on the back. The 2nd version had the Steib

W. Krad B2 characters graven and embossed in the metal at the right front. 

Its production of over 18,600 units was completed in 1944, primarily 
because production of this advanced motorcycle was too expensive.
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Zündapp KS750 Military Sidecar (1942)

BMW R75 Military Sidecar (1943)

Notice the similarity of the two German sidecars (KS750 and R75), 

also with the later Russian M-72M (1956). 



German Zündapp K800-W: 1938

56

The K-series motorcycles, the “K” standing for “Kardanantrieb”, 

which means 'enclosed driveshaft'.  



German Zündapp K800 with Factory Sidecar: 1938

The name Zündapp is a portmanteau of the German words
“Zunder und Apparatebau”, which translates to “Igniter and Apparatus”.57



German Zündapp KS800: 1938

58



The end result for the origin of the Russian M-72 sidecar design is the German R71.
Most of the sidecars from Belgium, Germany, France and Russia were very similar.

Review of non-German, pre-WW2 European Sidecars

• Review of European Sidecars

oBelgian FN12 and Gillet-Herstal 720 AF Heritag

oBritish BSA (Birmingham Small Arms) G35-14: 1927-1940  and Norton Big Four: 1907-1954

oFrench Gnome-Rhône AX2 and 750 XA Heritage, and Saroléa 38H: 1938-1940

oItalian Moto Guzzi Trialce and Gilera Marte Heritage

oPolish CWS M111 Heritage

• Review of Non-European Heritage

oJapanese Rikuo Type 97 Heritage

oAmerican Harley-Davidson XA: Outfitted with the RussianR71 / M-72 Sidecar from Gorky

•Review of Russian Sidecars before M-72: TIZ-AM-600

•Review of Russian M-72 ZIS

oNot a Copy of BMW R75

59



Belgian Pre-WW2, FN12 (Fabrique National) Military Sidecar

The Belgian Fabrique National FN12 was used by the Germans in WW-II.

No Fender Light

Sidecar Fender Roll-Bar,
Similar to M-72

60

No Sidecar-Wheel Suspension



French Gnome-et-Rhone AX2 (800cc)

1939

1939

1942

The Belgian FN12 inspired the French Gnome and Rhone AX2, 
which inspired the German BMW R75 and Zündapp KS750. 61

Belgian Pre-WW2 FN12 (Fabrique National) Military Sidecar



Belgian FN - M12 Military Sidecar (1939) 
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The Belgian FN M12 of 1937 was not the first usage of a driven sidecar wheel. 

In fact it goes back at least eight years earlier. Either P.V. Mokharov of the Soviet Union 

or H.P Baughn of Great Britain were the first to employ a driven sidecar-wheel in 1929.

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-d_V2953UyEE/TWHk2s3d6eI/AAAAAAAAB1s/gW0SfaieTWM/s1600/FN++-+M+12+-+b+-++Motorcycle-74.blogspot.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-CvC3bgzHoSw/TWHk2AAfo0I/AAAAAAAAB1o/Dn9Me4APcvo/s1600/FN++-+M+12+-+a+-++Motorcycle-74.blogspot.JPG


Belgian Gillet Herstal 720AB with Torsion-Bar Suspension: 1939

In 1940, due to German occupation of Belgium, model 720AB was terminated, 
and all manufactured machines were taken over by the Wehrmacht.63



Belgian Gillet Herstal 720AF: 1938-1940

64

The Belgian Gillet Herstal 720AF was used by the Belgians, 
until German occupation in May of 1940.



Belgian Saroléa 38H: 1938-1940

• In 1936, the Ministry of Defence of Belgium announced a tender for a heavy military motorcycle.

•Sarolea engineers have made their choice in favor of the side valve (SV) engine, that is not picky 

about fuel quality and has good torque at low RPM, which is important for a military vehicle. The 

working volume of the engine had to be increased to 974 cc in order to supply the necessary 20 

hp for such a heavy machine with a mass of 545 kg.

•Drive to the rear wheel was by a cardan shaft, and a two-stage de-multiplier was located in the rear 

axle, with switching by special traction. The sidecar-wheel drive was plug-in, but with a 

differential, so it could be used on a hard surface.

As a result of army tests, Sarolea received an order for only 300 38H motorcycles.65



British Royal Enfield Model 180: 1919-1921

The evolution of the motorcycle has been slow, with great leaps in suspension 
occurring during WW2 to improve sidecar-wheel suspension. 66



British BSA (Birmingham Small Arms) G35-14: 1927-1940

The BSA G14, 986cc, V-Twin motorcycle was available to 

British forces during WW2 as a stand-alone model or with a sidecar.67



British Norton Big Four: 1907-1954
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British BSA G14 with Sidecar and Machine-Gun: 1939

69The frame of BSA’s sidecar resembles that of the German R71 Russian M-72.



French Gnome-Rhône AX-II (AX2) Sidecar

Produced for the French army from 1938 to 1945, the AX2 was the sidecar

of the French army, while the Germans had the BMW and Zündapp, 

the Belgians the FN, the British the Norton 600 Big Four. 70



French Gnome & Rhone 800 AX2: 1939
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French Gnome-Rhône 750 XA: 1938
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Italian Moto Guzzi Trialce: 1940 - 1943
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Italian Gilera Marte: 1942

In 1941, Gilera began production of a special version of the military motorcycle.
The sidecar version appeared in 1942 and was called Marte. 



Japanese Rikuo Type 95 and Type 97
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Type 95: 1939

The WW2-era Japanese Rikuo Type 97 was originally built under the license and 
name of Harley-Davidson, but WW-2 put that to an end once hostilities broke out. 

Type 97



Polish CWS M111 (Sokół 1000): 1938
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Russian Influence on M-72 Sidecar Design: Soviet TIZ (ТИЗ) АМ-600

Russian Soldiers on TIZ AM-600 with Sidecar-Mounted 
7.62 mm Machine Guns (DP-27)

TIZ-AM-600 (1941)
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Gazing at the leaf-spring suspension and sidecar fender, one can 
see the influence of the TMZ (ТМЗ) AM-600 on the Russian M-72.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/eb/TIZ_AM-600.jpg


Russian TIZ (ТИЗ)-АМ-600 (cont.)

• TIZ-AM-600 (Army Motorcycle): Soviet copy of BSA 1931 Slowper 600

• In 1936, Taganrog Tool Factory (ТTF) of Stalin started manufacturing a special military model 

of motorcycle TIZ-АМ-600. 

• Having taken as the pilot model the English motorcycle BSА-600 SLOWPER of 1930 and, having 

brought in its design a number of essential improvements (tubular combined team from 

13 elements frame, German system of an arrangement of levers, etc.), the factory gave armies 

on those times the most powerful (16.5 hp) a domestically produced motorcycle. TIZ was widely 

used in elements of scouts, signalmen, military traffic controllers of movement. On it, the only 

thing from the Soviet motorcycles, machine-gun of Degteryov system was installed directly on a 

handle bar.
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Russian TIZ (ТИЗ)-АМ-600 (cont.)

1939

The TIZ-AM-600 was a Soviet copy of the BSA 1931 Sloper 600 of 1930.
Photos show lantern fender lights, later appearing on Ural / Dnepr models.79

1939

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiW-pbF6ITNAhWGYiYKHc-IC1QQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hobby.dn.ua%2Faim-fan-model-aim-35002-sovetskii-mototsikl-tiz-am-600-s-kolyaskoi-p-72937.html&psig=AFQjCNEIsiokmwVhY_jfcOyGyESeU_z_Kg&ust=1464801335173968


BMW R75 German Military Motorcycle with Sidecar

In 1938, based on a specific request of the German army, BMW and Zundapp started a joint 
development project able to guarantee the highest number of common components to optimize

the maintenance activities and the spare-part logistics. The prototypes were released in 1940 
and production started at the beginning of 1941. Its peculiar feature was a sidecar wheel 

driven with an axle connected to the rear wheel of the motorcycle. These were fitted with a locking 
differential and selectable gear ratios to optimize on-road / off-road performance. 

It was widely used, proving its reliability and sturdiness, in all environmental conditions.80



German BMW R75 with Sidecar: 1941

BMW’s R75 replaced BMW’s existing R12, 
a model with an obsolete rigid frame and an aging flathead engine.81



German BMW R75 with Sidecar

BMW R75 with MG-34

BMW’s R75 sidecar is similar to the Russian M-72, 
except for the roll-bar over the sidecar fender. 82



German Influence on M-72 Sidecar Design: BMW R66 with Sidecar

BMW R66 did not have a big success among customers, who preferred the R51, 
which had a smaller rating (24 HP) but was much cheaper. Those who had a need 

for using a motorcycle with a sidecar would rather choose model R71, that 
was a more reliable machine (even though not as technically advanced as R66).83



Lend-Lease Program: Russian Sidecars on Harley Bikes (1945)
• Russians Used Sidecars from Russian M-72 on Their Lend-Lease "Harleys“

For the sidecar design-state in 1941, we look to Lend-Lease, where Russian 
sidecars, married to the Harley-Davidson WLA, show the roll-bar over the 

sidecar fender, no step bracket, and no metal flap at the front of the fender. 
Most were fitted with Soviet made sidecars, the same Wehrmacht derived 

sidecar that was fitted to the M-72 and made at the GAZ plant 
in Gorky (Nizhniy Novgorod). 84



United State’s Harley-Davidson XA: 1942
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Russian Degtyarev 7.62mm DP Machine Gun Installed on Sidecar

No Tail-Light on Sidecar

Hinge on Trunk (Boot)

Roll-Bar on Sidecar
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No Metal Flap 
to Fender

Harley WLA Bike and Ural (from M-72) Sidecar



Russian Lend-lease M-72 Sidecar

All sidecars for Ural / Dnepr, up to 1954, were manufactured at the Gorky plant.87



Russian Soldiers on a Lend-Lease WLA Harley Davidson
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Ural M-72 Sidecar Fitted to WLA by Russian Army

Original, Un-Restored M-72 Sidecar
Note the Fender Light, Machine-Gun Mount 

and Roll-Bar, Also Visible on the Wartime Photo

Russian Army 42WLA,
Somewhere on the Eastern Front in WW-II

Sidecar
Machine-Gun

Mount

This clearly shows the M-72 sidecar design during Lend-Lease, 1941. 89

Sidecar
Machine Gun

Mount

No Metal Flap 
to Fender



Original Russian M-72 Sidecar for WLA / WLC Harley Liberator (1942)

Leaf-Spring
Suspension

Leaf-Spring
Suspension

Sidecar 
Attachment Kit

Sidecar
Machine Gun

Mount

Tail-Light
(Borrowed from Harley)
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Zündapp KS750 and BMW R75 Sidecar Comparison (www.beemergarage.com)

Close-up shot of 

the front bracket 

seen in the 

previous photo. 

This same 

bracket design 

was used on 

some of the 

early, post-war 

Steib sidecars.

Compare the previous shot to this view of an R75 sidecar 

frame. The 1/2 leaf spring body suspension is easy to see. 

This is a very late-war version of the R75 sidecar fender. It 

was a 160mm fender of the same profile that the bikes 

changed to a year or two before. It was also different from 

all previous sidecar fenders. The fender didn't extend all 

the way down to the sidecar frame at the front - it ended 

up high to keep mud from collecting between the wheel 

and fender. Along with the unique fender, all three fender 

mounts are different for this fender.

Early, first-generation KS750 

Zündapp sidecar fender, seen 

here during a trial-fit while being 

restored. Instead of 1/2 leaf 

springs as used by the R75, 

these frames used torsion-bar 

suspension for the sidecar body 

and drive wheel. The sidecar 

fender is unique to the KS750, as 

is the fender mounting bracket. 91


